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If replication is used as a criterion for the efficiency of schooling, then most schooling is a waste of time because tests for retention of specific items of school learnings give disappointing results. If application of theory is used as a criterion, schooling is also a waste of time, for only when we are very familiar with a domain of phenomena and only when we possess the technical skill to deal with it can we be said to be applying knowledge. I would argue—and I hope research will confirm—that as far as general education is concerned, two other uses of schooling are the functional ones.¹

Should our society provide general education for all? Over the course of several decades of scholarship Harry Broudy has argued that it should. He has supported his position with various philosophical, political, and psychological arguments, which he has woven together into what few other twentieth-century scholars have attempted—a systematic theory of general education.

One of the key arguments in Broudy's overall theory, his account of the uses of schooling, takes aim at the viewpoint that general education is impractical.² According to this viewpoint, the range of everyday outcomes of general education is narrow and the vocational significance of general education is limited. General education is dispensable to the everyday life of the self and the smooth functioning of society. It is a luxury. Like any luxury, it should be reserved for the few rather than the many. General education is nice but not necessary.

Broudy confronts this viewpoint by attacking its underlying psychology, the “received doctrine” of the uses of schooling.³ The received doctrine provides a correct psychology of specialized education, as Broudy shows us, but a seriously incorrect psychology of general education. A key duty of a psychology of general education is to identify the outcomes of a general education.
studies curriculum. Broudy argues that the received doctrine fails at this job because it leads us to focus on the wrong set of outcomes. Evidence of the rich everyday uses of general education is there to be observed, but we overlook it because we are wearing the wrong spectacles. We understand general education the same way we understand specialized education; we should not.

According to the received doctrine, the outcomes of general education are not different in kind from the outcomes of specialized education. There are two of these outcomes: the replicative use of schooling is the ability to replicate one's learnings as learned, and the applicative use is the ability to apply learnings to solve problems. What characterizes both the specialist and the generalist, in the received doctrine, is recall power and problem-solving power, although to varying degrees. The generalist has sacrificed depth for scope; he or she recalls less and solves fewer problems within a particular domain but replicates some learnings and solves some problems across a wider range of domains.

Up to this point it may seem that the received doctrine actually has the story right and is more of an ally of general education than an enemy. The problem arises when we test the generalist some years after schooling. If recall and problem solving were substantially undiminished, then that result would support the practicality of general education and indicate that the generalist is still able to replicate and apply his or her learnings when necessary in everyday situations. But the reverse is often the case, Broudy claims. Graphing recall power and problem-solving power over time, we see that they rapidly decay. If recall power and problem-solving power characterize the generally educated mind, then general education is impractical. Most general learnings cannot be recalled, and most everyday problems cannot be solved without specialized knowledge and experience. Little else seems left that allows a student to say, “This is why I received a general education” or for society to say, “This is why we should provide general education for all.”

Broudy argues that a common program of general education will not be realized in our society until the received doctrine is displaced as our psychology of general education and an alternative psychology is formulated. In order to displace the doctrine, Broudy urges education researchers to undertake a “search for evidence” to explore the “two other uses of schooling,” the interpretive and associative. These are uses of schooling that function frequently and importantly in everyday life but have been neglected by researchers and policymakers.

In this article we report progress recently made in that search for evidence on the interpretive and associative uses of schooling. In spring 1991 we administered a new version of Broudy’s “newspaper test” of the uses of schooling to a broad ability sample of high school seniors. We sought evidence of the life uses in a population younger than has previously been
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I

According to Broudy's account, general education is unlikely to result in the replicative and applicative uses of schooling but can be expected to yield the associative and interpretive uses of schooling. The latter uses, Broudy's "life uses of schooling," demonstrate the value of general education. Interestingly, it is their tacit functioning that explains their relative obscurity.

What defines the generally educated mind, in Broudy's theory, is not the ability to recall or apply general learnings but rather the ability to frame thinking and experience by means of tacit contexts. Our experience of the world is mediated by the contexts that we have available to frame it: "Experience becomes intelligible only in so far that the mind orders the phenomena." General education is practical, in Broudy's account, because it expands a student's interpretive power, that is, the capacity to construct ordered and enriched tacit contexts from which, literally, we think, feel, judge, decide, imagine, intuit, and appreciate. The flow of tacit contexts is the fundamental medium of our thinking and experience, and the ordering and richness of these contexts strongly influence the richness and efficacy of our everyday lives. The interpretive and associative uses of schooling are context-building uses that function continuously in everyday life but are hidden below the surface of awareness.

The interpretive use of schooling refers to citizens' everyday use of disciplinary knowledge to order their thinking and experience. For Broudy, the scholarly disciplines provide a systematic range of "stencils" that we can map over the world to understand different aspects of it. The interpretive power of generally educated citizens is a result of their having internalized the basic stencils of the disciplines. Often more than one set of stencils must be used; the multidimensional character of everyday life frequently requires that more than one stencil be drawn on to comprehend a situation. When we read newspaper articles on the end of the Cold War, for example, we need a variety of stencils—economic, civic, and intellectual—in order to comprehend this rich topic. The interpretive use of schooling represents the ability of the generalists to approximate the understanding of the specialist; not the latter's recall or problem-solving power, but their understanding.

When schooling provides resources that enrich thinking and experience, the associative use of schooling is functioning. Rather than seeing the world through ordered disciplinary contexts, we see the world through relatively isolated images and concepts that are traceable to the disciplines. These images and concepts are often not logically related to a situation; that
is, their elicitation is often haphazard and sometimes even random. The imagery acquired from schooling is Broudy’s main example of the associative use of schooling. He considers the associative use a primary one because our thinking and experience often rely on highly generalizable imagic vehicles and because formal schooling increases the number and quality of these vehicles. Understanding the end of the Cold War, for example, relies in part on images of the Iron Curtain. Although the associative use of schooling is secondary in importance to the interpretive use, Broudy shows us that it plays a key role in our everyday lives.

Building on the account of the British chemist and philosopher Michael Polanyi, Broudy characterizes the life uses as tacit knowing, a “knowing-with” rather than a “knowing-that” mode of knowing. We are able to approximate the specialist’s understanding not because we can recall propositions, or “knowings that,” but rather because we can frame our thinking and experience by “knowing with” the key concepts, stencils, and imagery of the disciplines. In Polanyi’s terms, our “focal awareness” of a situation, like an article on the end of the Cold War, depends on our “subsidiary awareness” of a tacit context constructed of stencils and imagery from political science and other relevant disciplines.

From Broudy’s view, an adequate comprehension of complex stories like the end of the Cold War is dependent on the ability to construct enriched and ordered tacit contexts. The associations and interpretations that constitute these tacit contexts are not themselves the focus; the stories are. We attend to the overall meanings of such stories through the tacit contexts in place. Each new story requires a shift of tacit context. Interpretive power during the nightly newscast is the ability to shift rapidly between tacit contexts in order to frame each story. With a tacit context in place, we can, for example, think critically about the news, link a story with personal concerns, and imagine alternative possibilities. The rapid assembly of tacit contexts makes possible our comprehension of and reflection on fast-moving complex discourse like TV newscasts.

Broudy’s tacit-context theory is consistent with a variety of research that emphasizes the unconscious mechanisms that underlie everyday thinking and experience. One might regard the wide range of findings now being published as an indication of an “unconscious turn” in psychology. One especially relevant area of research reveals the key role of tacit knowledge and implicit memory in human cognition. Another area explores the pervasive unconscious influences on social judgment. A third area—the everyday-cognition and situated-cognition literature—includes studies of the role of tacit knowledge in everyday life. A fourth area of relevant research—cognitive-resource theory—provides less direct support. These theorists assume that thinking is constrained by the limited capacity of cognitive resources such as short-term memory and selective attention. On this viewpoint, tacit knowledge is a solution to the problem of resource
allocation: the largely automatic flow of tacit contexts reduces the demand on short-term memory and selective attention. Finally, Broudy's tacit-context theory is also consistent with cognitive approaches to intuition.23

Tacit knowledge is no stranger to the philosophy of education literature. Broudy's work on tacit knowledge is more extensive than that of any other writer in this field, but there are others who share his interest.24

It is the tacit functioning of the life uses, in Broudy's view, that explains why the failure to replicate and apply is not an indictment of general education. Failure to replicate and apply is not necessarily evidence of inability to assemble tacit contexts for framing everyday thinking and experience. Even if generalists cannot recall many of the specific inputs provided by their schooling, their perspective of the world has been broadened. The "distillates" of general education function tacitly to enrich and order their thinking and experience. Specific inputs have been transformed into general knowledge that they do not need to recall actively in order to use—a kind of implicit transfer of learnings.25 The inputs provided by general education fan out into diverse everyday outputs that operate below the surface of awareness.

There are many occasions in everyday life when the implicit transfer of general learnings is valuable. We crisscross a complex conceptual landscape as we move from one situation to another. Watching or reading the daily news, for example, we encounter a rapidly shifting presentation of current events: a sequence of stories on the end of the Cold War, global warming, the right to die, and civil unrest. The richness and complexity of everyday situations such as reading the daily news indicate the wide-ranging value of the life uses of schooling.

Broudy's chart of the uses of schooling, reproduced below, helps us further understand this complexity.26 Nine basic domains of everyday life are identified and their interconnections charted. The chart is intended to be inclusive; for any situation S, S can be mapped over a cell or cells of the chart.27

Broudy's chart also provides a perspective on the infrastructure of general knowledge that he calls the allusionary base. The life uses of schooling are made possible by the conceptual, imagic, and valuative resources stored in the allusionary base. A set of core associative and interpretive resources can be identified for each cell in the chart. For example, within the Civic/Intellectual cell we can identify those resources essential to an understanding of democracy and the responsibilities of citizenship. The allusionary base of the generally educated mind exhibits adequate scope of resources, the breadth of resources across domains of the chart, and adequate depth of resources, the extent of resources within domains. Achieving adequate scope and depth of resources is not enough, however; the generally educated mind must exhibit flexibility of resources, the degree of connectedness of resources within and across domains. Resources stored in the allusionary
base must be highly connected in order to be readily available for everyday use. For example, flexibility of the allusionary base is essential for understanding ill-structured situations.28 (Again, reading the newspaper or watching the TV news is a paradigmatic example.) Finally, the generally educated mind must possess adequate quality of resources, the degree to which the allusionary base is stocked with key disciplinary resources selected by the consensus of the learned.29 The generally educated citizen orders and enriches his or her thinking and experience with the basic concepts, principles, and images drawn from the sciences and humanities.

Applying a scientific metaphor, the “mass” of the allusionary base is a function of the scope, depth, flexibility, and quality of the resources it holds. “Critical mass” is the point at which the levels of these resources are sufficient for basic context building across all the situations of everyday life represented by the chart. If the two life uses of schooling are to be fully functional, the allusionary base must have critical mass. Everyday interpretive power is a function of the richness of the allusionary base.

### II

Broudy urges researchers to abandon the “dogma of behavioral objectives” and to research the life uses of schooling by studying their varieties and exploring their functioning in everyday situations.30 The “dogma” has tended to restrict research on schooling to the directly observable replicative and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Broudy’s Chart of the Uses of Schooling</th>
<th>Economic</th>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Recreational</th>
<th>Affectional</th>
<th>Civic</th>
<th>Intellectual</th>
<th>Aesthetic</th>
<th>Moral</th>
<th>Religious</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affectional</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetic</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
applicative uses. Broudy argues that a “search for evidence” of the life uses, free from the confining methodology of the dogma, is necessary to further uncover and illuminate these uses. A key constraint of such research is that its methods and tests should be “ecologically valid.” To appreciate the value of general education, Broudy argues, we have to understand the real-world outcomes of general education. Methods and tests that mimic multidimensional, real-world situations should be used; everyday life is not an achievement test. Broudy’s search for evidence is a search for a greater understanding of the uses of schooling in everyday contexts.

Broudy’s own contribution to the search for evidence are the studies that he has conducted using his Newspaper Test of the Life Uses of Schooling. A variety of open-ended essay tests, the newspaper test mimics a complex and important real-world task, reading the daily newspaper, to study the life uses of schooling. The test provides observations on generalist-like rather than specialist-like outcomes of general education since it focuses on the associative and interpretive uses of schooling rather than the replicative and applicative. Broudy has utilized two different versions of the test in two studies at the University of Illinois, the first with graduate students and the second with undergraduates. Students in both studies displayed the life uses of schooling, and when they did not, evidence suggested that students lacked formal coursework in corresponding areas.

Because the newspaper test had never been given to high school students, we decided in 1991 to administer a version to second-semester high school seniors. Do high school seniors display the life uses of schooling? Do we observe everyday interpretive power or a lack thereof? We modified the newspaper test that had been used in the second study and administered it to forty-five high school seniors drawn from two high schools and three ability groups, with approximately fifteen students in each group. Group one was a sample of primarily college-bound students in an advanced-placement English class at a four-year high school. One fourth of the group was composed of minority students: one African-American, two Asians, and one Indian. Groups two and three were composed of one third of minority students, most of whom were African-Americans, from medium- and low-level English classes at a different four-year high school. The instrument included new passages and revised instructions; both were intended not only to gear the test to a younger sample of students, but also to try new approaches of eliciting the life uses of schooling. We selected brief passages from the New York Times that we categorized as rich enough to engender rich responses, but not too unfamiliar or complex. The following six passages were included in the twelve-passage test.

Time Warner, Inc. said yesterday that by the end of the year 10,000 of its subscribers in Queens would be able to communicate through
their television sets for services like home shopping and information banks. (New TVs)

What the data show is that the United States is becoming ever more a suburban nation. There is an unparalleled growth in jobs and population away from the confines of the old central cities. (Suburbs)

"In the wake of war, the president says he seeks a new world order," Senator Mitchell said, "We say, join us in putting our own house in order." (Iraqi War)

In Henry IV Shakespeare’s passionate characters are moving psychologically from a world of certainty to the modern one of doubt and transience. (Modern Life)

University-educated African women are avoiding marriage in ever-increasing numbers. The rebellion against marriage—and male chauvinism—is a revolutionary departure from African customs. (African Women)

I was writing about a decade (the 1980s) in which the surface became everything. Everything was surface—food, clothes—that is what defined people. So I wrote a book that is all surface action: no narrative, no characters to latch onto, flat, endlessly repetitive. (1980s)

For each passage we requested both a main-idea response and what we called a “below-the-surface” response. We described the main-idea response as only the “tip of the iceberg” of the meaning of each passage and explained that there was much more meaning “below the surface.” By distinguishing between the main-idea response and the below-the-surface response, we hoped to separate clearly for the students the task of summarizing or paraphrasing the passage from their second and more important task, probing their understanding of each passage and then writing down the ideas and images that came to mind. The below-the-surface response was to give us the best evidence of the life uses. By urging students to probe their understanding of a passage rather than just giving a paraphrase or summary, we would sample the range of typical associations and interpretations that function in students’ everyday comprehension of such passages. The test instructions included an example list of below-the-surface ideas for a medical ethics passage on the right to die: quality of life, “playing God,” health care costs, and parental rights. Students had four and one-half minutes to read each passage and write down the main idea and the open-ended, below-the-surface response.

We gathered a large set of responses that varied markedly in richness, fluency, type of response, and evidence for the life uses. These variations were strongly related to ability group. The group-one students, for example, consistently produced rich and fluent responses, most of which displayed evidence of the interpretive and associative uses. Almost all these
students responded to all the passages presented. Their responses tended to take the form of coherent paragraphs. Group-two and group-three students gave responses that were often less rich and fluent, often exhibiting inaccuracies and ambiguities and often taking the form of lists of sentences, phrases, and isolated terms (any of these kinds of lists constituted a perfectly acceptable response format). Considerably less evidence of the interpretive use was observed in groups two and three, but evidence for the associative use was more common. There was a substantial number of blanks and ambiguous responses given by these two groups, especially by group three.

The following three responses, one from each ability group, were given for the passage on African women. Although the first can be taken as representative of group-one responses, the second and third should be regarded as better than most within their respective groups.

Uneducated people usually must accept the role society puts upon them. African women usually have to deal with male chauvinism, much the way American women did in the first two hundred years of our countries existence. But as people become educated, they see there is more life has to offer. Any minority can go through this change. It is up to society to change their norms.

We do not pay so much attention to tradition and customs now. African women are proud of what they have. In today’s world we are not afraid to digress from what our parents believe in. Women are fighting for their rights. Women realize that they don’t have to have a man to accomplish what they want. Women can stand up for themselves.

Women want to be independent
they want to support themselves
they want equality

These responses vary in richness, coherence, and fluency, but all provide evidence of the interpretive use of schooling. The criterion we rely on here is of the most basic variety—the ability to construct an interpretation that is ordered to some significant degree by concepts traceable to schooling.

The last response is not rich enough to qualify as a strong example of an interpretive response, but it is an interpretive response nonetheless since it expresses a coherent interpretation of the text that is ordered by concepts traceable to schooling: independence and equality. It is a simple interpretation, but it is a coherent one as far as it goes. Between the two concepts is a logical linkage—one dimension of equality is the right to lead an independent lifestyle—which is not explicit in the passage and which the student had to provide. Connecting concepts to assemble an interpretation is one
kind of ordering that marks the interpretive use. The first and second responses provide stronger examples of the interpretive response because they connect a wider range of concepts. When these two students raided their allusionary base, paraphrasing Broudy, they found a bit more, or perhaps were more successful in expressing what they found.

Another kind of evidence of the interpretive use of schooling is provided by the implicit questions that we argue are presupposed by the responses. These questions are traceable (in principle) to disciplinary origins and are often foundational to the inquiry of particular disciplines. They provide another example of the ordering function that characterizes the interpretive use.

For example, consider a response to the New TVs passage: “There is a question as to whether or not this is positive, will it be yet another way to reduce the humanness in our daily lives... Is this faster, more efficient method really going to be better?” One of the explicit questions posed by this response can be paraphrased as, “Do the new TVs really represent progress?” But more importantly for our purposes, we also identify a corresponding implicit question that is implied by the student’s response, namely, “What is progress?” It is difficult to understand this student’s ability to ask the explicit question without appeal to an implicit question. The implicit question helps explain how the explicit question was formulated by the student. The implicit question functions as a template for thinking about and analyzing situations in terms of their progress-related themes and implications, and it is reasonable to trace the origins of the implicit question to courses in literature and social sciences. “What is progress?” is a foundational question common to several areas of inquiry. It is an important outcome of schooling that the stencils that students acquire include foundational disciplinary questions that can operate tacitly.

We identified the same implicit question in several other responses for the New TVs passage, for example, “More and more services are becoming impersonal and automated” and “One automatically thinks of this ‘blurb’ as a technological advance, but at the same time, you can also see how many would argue it’s actually a step back.”

Here are more responses to the New TVs passage and the corresponding implicit questions that we have identified. One student wrote, “Easier to get general info, good ‘at your own rate’ information gathering. Educated on local area. Community might draw closer together through knowledge of events.” We identified the following implicit questions: How can public information be more efficiently distributed, how can technology be used to help citizens assimilate information better, and how can community life be enhanced by better information access?

Another student took an economic approach to discussing the New TVs item: “Wanting to get in the chain of home shopping networks, Stay even with other television and movie companies.” This student tried to explain
the company's motives for pursuing the new TVs. Why would a company develop such a technology? What are its economic motives? Another student assumed an important political question. For this student, the new TVs "indicate the power of big business and potential control it has on society." This student answered the implicit question, "What are the relations between political power and the new TVs?"

We were able to identify these kinds of implicit questions in responses to other passages as well. In the Modern Life passage, for example, we see the historian's spectacles in place and some foundational historical questions at work. One student challenged the premise of the passage: "The world psychologically has never been certain and stable." This student assumed an implicit question that is obvious but still important, "Is the history accurate?" We can also identify another, more specific question underlying the response: "Are certainty and stability defining features of the modern age?" Another student's inquisitive response followed the same vein: "Our world was made up of certainty and stability."

One of the responses to the Modern Life passage echoed the responses we have discussed here concerning the nature of progress. This response is notable for its synoptic view of the modern world: "Can stability be reached using modern techniques?" The student is asking, "Can we regain the personal and social stability of earlier times using modern methods? Can we use the techniques and ideologies that helped lessen stability to regain it?" As with the responses to the New TVs passage, the response presupposes implicit questions such as "What is progress?"

These responses to the Modern Life passage are further evidence of the functioning of foundational questions that implicitly guide and orient students' thinking. One kind of knowledge that general education transmits embodies the key questions of a discipline. Disciplines are organized not only around core concepts but also around core questions. To recapitulate, another criterion of the interpretive use is evidence for the functioning of implicit questions that are traceable to disciplinary origins.

We move now to examples of the associative use of schooling. The associative use represents the relatively isolated use of images and concepts that function in a primarily enriching rather than ordering role in a student's understanding. The following examples are drawn from responses to various passages.

One student wrote that the new TVs will lead to even more of a "TV society." Another wrote that the danger involved with the new TVs is that we become "toys at the hands of some computerized machines." The homogenized lifestyle of the suburbs is described as the "sameness of the suburbs; the identical houses, the sculpted landscapes." The war with Iraq was misguided because "we have plenty of problems in our own backyard." One student's brief response was, "Only the fittest survive." In modern life "things can become clouded."
words “white picket fences” describe a student’s peaceful perceptions of the early 1960s. For the African Women passage, a student responded that “women are no longer taking a ‘back seat’ to men.” Another wrote that such women used to stay at home “barefoot and pregnant.” The 1980s were “very plastic,” “materialistic,” and “one dimensional.” In the 1980s, only “a person’s shell” mattered, there was “no substance.” Industrialization has “created a monster.”

The preceding examples of the associative use run from more disciplin ary in origin to cultural in origin. “Utopian-like” and “survival of the fittest” are strong candidates for schooling-related outcomes, whereas “barefoot and pregnant” and “back seat” are less so. For the present study, at least, we cannot provide a convincing tracing of the associative uses to origins in a student’s schooling experience. Nonetheless, all the examples can at least be traced in principle to schooling-related experiences.

In Broudy’s view, the interpretive and associative responses we gathered in our study were made possible by the operation of tacit contexts. We do not claim that our data provide direct evidence of such contexts—that may not even be possible. We claim that there is a plausible interpretation of the data that implicates such contexts and that is consistent with the psychology research cited earlier.

The use of the term “norms” by one student, for example, provides indirect evidence that a moral-sociological context is at work within which students’ understanding of “norms” is nested. A student’s use of “norms” cannot be easily explained in isolation from this broader framework. To understand the function of norms in human society is to understand a variety of more basic concepts concerning the nature of humans and their patterns of interaction. Such fundamental understandings usually “go without saying” in everyday thinking and discourse—which is precisely how tacit contexts operate. We do not need to recall our frameworks regarding human nature and social interaction to say or write “norms.” Similarly, we do not need to review the basic disciplinary questions, which are key elements of our frameworks, in order to interpret a situation via these questions. This may seem obvious, but the thrust of Broudy’s theory is that we should not take for granted what we take for granted in everyday thinking and discourse and that we should revise our views of general education accordingly. General education is justified not by recall power and problem-solving power but by the contexts that constitute the tacit grounds of thinking and experience.

III

As we mentioned earlier, substantial group-related differences were revealed in the responses. We expected group-related differences—Broudy’s model predicts significant variability in the richness and quality of
responses—but we expected a stronger showing among group-two and -three students, especially for relatively familiar and simple passages like New TVs. Many group-two and -three students gave responses that were unordered and that included inaccurate and irrelevant elements, if they responded at all. Were students displaying a lack of interpretive power, or were other factors at work, or both?

We do not know from these data the instances when we were observing gaps in the allusionary base or were observing the influence of factors that militated against the interpretive and associative uses. For example, perhaps the instructions were too complex, the response time allowed was too brief, or the classroom atmosphere was unconducive. Moreover, the perceived “status” of the experimenter may have clashed with the race, gender, and socioeconomic status of some students, thus contributing to low-effort responses. The self-perceptions of lower-ability students may have blocked their expression of relevant learnings. Evidence exists that all the preceding factors help explain the poor showing of groups two and three. At the same time, however, there is little doubt that substantial differences in everyday interpretive power were displayed. Some students could assemble rich frameworks that guided their comprehension of the newspaper passages; many students could not.

IV

The present version of Broudy’s newspaper test was designed to find evidence of the life uses in a younger sample of students. We were successful in meeting this objective. Other research objectives will require new versions of the test and new experimental approaches. We list four objectives for future research with the newspaper test as well as new versions of the test that are matched to each objective.

What is the evidence that the standard achievement tests undersample students’ ability for the life uses of schooling, as Broudy suggests? The Achievement Test Hypothesis version would compare recall and problem solving against interpretive power for the same content. For example, does a student possess interpretive and associative resources for a topic like the end of the Cold War that replicative and applicative questions fail to sample adequately?

Can the newspaper test be modified into an achievement test? If the previous experiment supported Broudy’s claim, then it would be reasonable to develop and pilot a prototypical achievement test. The Wide-Ranging Newspaper Test would include a large number of brief passages drawn from across the content domains of Broudy’s chart. The analysis of results would attempt to gauge the scope, depth, and flexibility of resources in the allusionary base, thereby yielding an interpretive power score.

Can the newspaper test be used to provide a more detailed study of
specific “areas” of the allusionary base? The Single-Passage Test would de-
tail a student’s understanding of a rich newspaper passage. For example,
such a test would provide a method for gauging how rich was the context
that the group-three student assembled for the African Women passage.
Were the concepts “equality” and “independence” surface markers of richer
holdings unexpressed by the response?

Can we use the newspaper test to study foundational concepts acquired
through schooling? What would the test reveal regarding the operation of
foundational concepts like wholeness and fragmentation, stability and
rapid change, certainty and uncertainty, and rationality and irrationality?41
The Foundational Concept Test would attempt to survey the uses of these
concepts. Such an approach could also be used further to explore the role of
foundational questions in everyday thinking.

V

Are there enough practical outcomes of general education to justify the re-
sources and effort required to deliver it to all citizens? Can it be shown that
the generally educated mind is equipped for a wide range of everyday
thinking and experience and, conversely, that failure to be so equipped places
one at a severe disadvantage, weakening one’s ability to exercise the rights
and privileges of citizenship, undermining one’s vocational life, and slow-
ing the all-around growth of the self?

Broudy argues that the practicality of general education can be estab-
lished if the psychology of general education shifts its focus from the repli-
cative and applicative uses of schooling to the life uses. Such a reorientation
requires that we study the uses in context rather than just in the laboratory
and that we do not neglect the tacit in favor of the explicit. Both of these
methodological requirements explain why the psychology of general edu-
cation has been reluctant to study the life uses more thoroughly; these
methods clash with a strict quantitative approach to data gathering and
analysis. That these methods have not been widely adopted, however, also
explains why the psychology of general education has not succeeded in
identifying and explaining the everyday outcomes of general education.
Harry Broudy’s theory of the uses of schooling teaches us this lesson, and
his newspaper test shows us how we can do our homework.

NOTES

1. H. S. Broudy, “Research into Imagic Association and Cognitive Interpretation,”
Society 1970, ed. H. B. Dunkel (Carbondale, Ill.: Philosophy of Education Society,
5. Ibid., p. 13.
6. Ibid., p. 34.
7. Ibid., p. 38.
11. Ibid., p. 15. “Interpretive power” is meant to include associative power.
15. Ibid., p. 68.
18. Although many everyday situations may not be as fast-moving or conceptually complex, the ability rapidly to assemble ordered and enriched tacit contexts is not diminished in importance. Rapid assembly is a key prerequisite for other everyday thinking such as social cognition.
John G. Schmitz


27. Most S's can be assigned a primary location in one or two cells of the chart, but often they can be linked to all cells of the chart, especially if the S's are rich, as in an article on the end of the Cold War.


29. "Quality" raises the contentious debate between the advocates of the canon and those who seek to reject, revise, or reinterpret it. It is worth saying that writings can be located in Broudy's work that are consistent with some measure of revision and reinterpretation of the canon. For example, Broudy defines the humanities as the "systematic examination, critique and redefinition of the virtues and diverse formulae for the good life." See H. S. Broudy, Truth and Credibility: The Citizen's Dilemma (New York: Longman, 1981), p. 142. In addition, Broudy writes in a recent article that cultural literacy "includes the study of the great truths wherever they are found." H. S. Broudy, "Cultural Literacy and General Education," Journal of Aesthetic Education 24, no. 1 (Spring 1990): 14.


31. Although the advent of the cognitivist approaches like schema theory has increased our understanding of the life uses, much research remains to be undertaken, as we discuss later in the essay.


33. The fixation of our society on standardized test scores might be more justified if the tests truly sampled students' potential for life uses of schooling.


35. H. S. Broudy, The Uses of Schooling, pp. 38-48; and H. S. Broudy, M. Wentworth, and J. G. Schmitz, the National Center for Arts Education Study (unpublished manuscript).

36. Several lessons were learned from the previous study. They followed from our observation that although a wide range of life uses was displayed in the responses, we could have gathered richer and more numerous responses. That is to say, we had believed that nonresponses and "thin" responses were due not to a lack of relevant associative and interpretive resources, but to factors related to the passage content and the test instructions. It was perhaps not clear enough to
the students that rich interpretive and associative responses were desired; perhaps there was not enough time for students to comprehend and record their responses to those passages that they found unfamiliar and complex.

37. The passage titles did not appear in the text.

38. Giving the main idea is a species of interpretative use, according to Broudy, but our analysis did not focus on this response for two reasons. First, “close paraphrases” of newspaper passages were often given as responses in the last study, making it difficult to gauge whether students were going “beyond the information given” or just rearranging the words of the passage. Second, we gathered a substantial number of thin responses in the previous study, so we were interested in trying out a new response format that would elicit richer responses.

39. For example, a group-three student said in response to the instructions, “Don’t you know what kind of students we are?”


41. Rand Spiro has used these categories in his research on cognitive flexibility and text comprehension at the Center for the Study of Reading, University of Illinois. Another example of foundational contexts is provided by Steven Pepper’s concept of “root metaphors.” See S. C. Pepper, World Hypotheses (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1957), p. 84.